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Primary and secondary kinetic and equilibrium isotope effects

are calculated with density-functional methods for the dianionic

methanolysis of the native (unsubstituted) and thio-substituted

ethylene phosphates.

The study of the non-enzymatic and enzymatic mechanisms of

phosphoryl transfer reactions has a rich history both with

experimental and theoretical methods.1–4 Nonetheless, the

mechanistic details of many important biological phosphoryl

transfer processes remain elusive. A powerful experimental

approach to characterize transition states in phosphoryl transfer

reactions involves the measurement of isotope effects.4,5 A change

in reaction rate constant or equilibrium constant that results from

isotope substitution is known as a kinetic or equilibrium isotope

effect (KIE or EIE). KIE and EIE measurements are sensitive

probes for specific changes in bonding, and have been applied to

study both enzymatic and non-enzymatic reactions.6 Further

insight into mechanism can be gained by the introduction of site-

specific chemical modifications, such as thio-substitution at the key

phosphoryl oxygen positions.7 A resulting change in the reaction

rate is termed a ‘‘thio effect’’.3,7 The study of kinetic isotope effects

for a series of thio-substituted phosphoryl transfer reactions offers

two-fold insight into the nature of the transition states and reaction

mechanisms.

Theoretical methods have considerable promise in the elucida-

tion of important details of biological phosphoryl transfer

reactions,8–11 and may assist in the mechanistic interpretation of

experimental data.12,13 However, experimental data are crucial to

validate existing theoretical methods and influence the design of

new-generation models. The study of phosphoryl transfer

reactions14–16 that involve highly charged intermediates and

interaction with solvent and metal ions is particularly challenging.

In the present work, density-functional methods are used to

study primary and secondary kinetic and equilibrium isotope

effects4,6 on the dianionic reaction mechanism for methanolysis of

ethylene phosphate (Scheme 1), a reverse reaction model for RNA

phosphate transesterification under alkaline conditions.1 In addi-

tion, a series of five thio-substitutions16,17 at the key phosphoryl

oxygen positions are considered. Two primary and three secondary

(18O and 34S) isotope effects are considered for each of the in-line

dianionic reactions: the native (unsubstituted) reaction, singly-

substituted reactions at the non-bridging OP1 position and

bridging O29, O39 and O59 positions, and a doubly-substituted

reaction at the OP1 and OP2 positions.

Density-functional calculations were performed using the B3LYP

exchange-correlation functional18,19 with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis

set for geometry and frequency calculations followed by single-

point energy refinement and natural bond order (NBO) analysis20

with the 6-311++G(3df,2p) basis set in a manner analogous to

recent studies of biological phosphates.21–24 Solvent was treated

using the PCM solvation model,25,26 with UAKS radii.27 All

calculations are performed with the GAUSSIAN03.28 Solvation

effects were based on gas phase-optimized geometries as in prior

work.21–24

A comparison of thermodynamic quantities for the rate-

controlling transition states is given in Table 1. All the reactions

in the present work correspond to associative or concerted

mechanisms.13 The gas-phase reaction barriers are large due to

the association of monoanionic reactants to form a dianionic

transition state. Solvation has a tremendous transition state

stabilization effect, with DDGsol values ranging from 245.6 to

257.2 kcal/mol. In aqueous solution, the native reaction has an

activation free energy barrier of 41.1 kcal/mol and reaction free

energy of 12.8 kcal/mol, and is characterized by an early transition

state with a large P–O59 bond length (2.453 Å, Table 2) and low

bond order (0.210, Table 3), large accumulation of charge on the

59 oxygen (20.911 e, Table 4), and an almost fully formed leaving

group P–O29 bond. Single and double sulfur substitutions at the

non-bridging positions lead to a decrease in the associative
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Scheme 1 Kinetic isotope effects in the in-line dianionic mechanism of

ethylene phosphate methanolysis (a reverse-reaction model for RNA

phosphate transesterification). The numbering scheme corresponds to that

of the RNA system.

Table 1 Comparison of thermodynamic quantities (kcal/mol) for the
rate-controlling transition states for dianionic transphosphorylation

Reaction DE DH 2TDS DG DDGsol DGaq

native 87.2 87.1 11.2 98.3 257.2 41.1
S:OP1 82.4 82.5 10.5 93.0 252.4 40.6
S:OP1, OP2 79.6 79.8 10.5 90.3 248.7 41.6
S:O39 77.3 77.8 11.6 89.4 253.1 36.3
S:O59 99.4 98.0 10.1 108.0 252.1 55.9
S:O29 78.5 78.8 9.2 88.0 245.6 42.4
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character of the transition state (in terms of P–O59 bond lengths

and bond orders).

Sulfur substitution at the non-bridging positions lowers the

activation barrier in the gas phase due to an electronic stabilization

effect of the softer ligands on the dianionic transition state.

However, the larger sulfur atoms are less well solvated than the

oxygens, and this reduced stabilization tends to cancel the

favorable electronic effect in the gas phase such that the activation

barrier in solution is only mildly affected by sulfur substitution.

These results are qualitatively consistent with experimental data

for RNA analogs with non-bridging thio substitutions that exhibit

only modest thio effects.3,29,30

Substitution at the bridging O39 position leads to an increase in

associative character of the transition state that is accompanied by

a lowering of the activation barrier by 4.8 kcal/mol. This is

consistent with the experimentally observed 200-fold31 and 2000-

fold32 rate enhancements observed for 39-thio modified RNA

dinucleotides. Thio substitution at the O29 position leads to a

transition state with the least associative character (rX59 5 2.757 Å,

BOX59 5 0.124) and considerable decrease in the reaction free

energy (28.8 kcal/mol). This considerably raises the barrier of the

reverse reaction and is consistent with kinetic measurements for

modified 29-thio ribonucleotides that indicate thiolate attack to the

phosphate center is 107 times slower than that of the corresponding

alkoxide. Thio substitution at the O59 position results in the largest

activation barrier and reaction free energy. This is largely due to

the increased stability of the thiolate nucleophile (methanethiol has

a pKa value 5 units lower than methanol33).

The predicted KIE and EIE values for the native and thio-

substituted reactions are listed in Table 5. KIE values in the

present work were calculated from the full vibrational and

rotational partition functions within the harmonic oscillator/rigid

rotor approximations, as implemented in GAUSSIAN03.28 The

primary KIEs are most prominent at the 59 position for all the

reactions with the exception of the 59 thio substitution (S:O59). KIE

measurements have been made for the cyclization of uridine

39-m-nitrobenzyl phosphate at different pH values,34 the reverse

reaction for which is analogous to that of the present work. A

normal primary KIE (1.027) was measured under basic conditions

(pH 10.5) that was interpreted as evidence of a concerted

mechanism with the departure of an almost fully charged leaving

group.34 The calculated primary KIE value at the 59 position for

the native reaction (1.0214), along with the data in Tables 2–4, is

consistent with the experimental results and interpretation.

With the exception of the S:O59 reaction, the KIE values for 18O

substitution at the 59 position are normal (greater than unity) and

correlated with the occurrence of an early TS59-type rate-

controlling transition state characterized by an elongated P–O59

bond with low bond order and accumulation of charge at the 59

nucleophilic oxygen. The normal primary KIE values at the 59

position are due, in part, to a decrease in the C59–O59 bond order

that occurs in going from reactant to the TS. The 59 thio

substitution reaction (S:O59) exhibits a prominent normal primary

KIE at the 29 position for 18O substitution (1.0466), whereas an

inverse KIE (0.9990) is observed for 34S substitution at the 59

position. The rate-controlling transition state for this reaction is

shifted to that of a late TS29-type with significant accumulated

Table 2 P–X bond lengths r (Å) in the rate-controlling transition
state

Reaction rX59 rX29 rX39 rXP1 rXP2

native 2.453 1.841 1.723 1.506 1.514
S:OP1 2.655 1.781 1.706 2.031 1.502
S:OP1, OP2 2.823 1.767 1.701 2.011 2.005
S:O39 2.329 1.815 2.247 1.520 1.511
S:O59 2.537 2.513 1.664 1.500 1.501
S:O29 2.757 2.538 1.655 1.493 1.500

Table 3 P–X bond orders BO in the rate-controlling transition statea

Reaction BOX59 BOX29 BOX39 BOXP1 BOXP2

native 0.210 0.648 0.817 1.679 1.646
S:OP1 0.172 0.726 0.845 1.550 1.707
S:OP1, OP2 0.154 0.737 0.832 1.628 1.649
S:O39 0.265 0.675 0.827 1.594 1.639
S:O59 0.527 0.188 0.912 1.684 1.689
S:O29 0.124 0.491 0.912 1.759 1.714
a Shown are the NBO20 P–X normalized bond orders. The P–O
bond orders were normalized by a scale factor of 1.423, defined such
that the native reaction has a sum of P–O bond orders equal to 5.0.
This scale factor was applied to all P–O bond orders in the thio-
substituted reactions. The P–S bond orders were scaled such that the
sum of the normalized P–O and P–S bond orders was equal to 5.0.

Table 4 NBO charge values Q (au) for the key phosphoryl oxygens
(sulfurs) and phosphorus in the rate-controlling transition statesa

Reaction Q59 Q29 Q39 QP1 QP2 QP

native 20.911 20.863 20.835 21.165 21.182 2.507
S:OP1 20.905 20.860 20.837 20.832 21.133 2.081
S:OP1, OP2 20.896 20.862 20.839 20.729 20.715 1.539
S:O39 20.903 20.866 20.192 21.188 21.167 2.233
S:O59 20.441 20.873 20.868 21.149 21.146 2.385
S:O29 20.925 20.447 20.846 21.118 21.135 2.386
a Shown are the NBO20 charge values (QX) in au, where X indicates
either an oxygen or sulfur atom bonded to P, or the P center itself.

Table 5 Primary and secondary KIE and EIE values for thio-
substituted dianionic transphosphorylation reactionsa

Reaction

Primary Secondary

X59 X29 X39 XP1 XP2

Kinetic Isotope Effects (KIEs)
native 1.0214 1.0064 1.0032 0.9947 0.9958
S:OP1 1.0258 1.0042 1.0074 1.0021 1.0042
S:OP1, OP2 1.0258 1.0053 1.0032 1.0011 1.0021
S:O39 1.0171 1.0107 1.0032 1.0021 1.0053
S:O59 0.9990 1.0466 0.9990 0.9958 0.9958
S:O29 1.0149 1.0032 1.0011 1.0011 1.0000
Equilibrium Isotope Effects (EIEs)
native 0.9636 1.0334 0.9979 0.9937 0.9937
S:OP1 0.9626 1.0367 1.0000 1.0011 1.0032
S:OP1, OP2 0.9646 1.0301 1.0000 1.0011 1.0011
S:O39 0.9646 1.0323 1.0000 1.0032 1.0021
S:O59 0.9937 1.0345 0.9989 0.9947 0.9958
S:O29 0.9646 1.0064 1.0000 1.0011 1.0000
a A KIE value is defined as k/k9 where k and k9 are the rate
constants for the light and heavy isotopes, respectively. EIE values
are similarly defined using the corresponding equilibrium constants.
Isotope substitutions include 18O for oxygen and 34S for sulfur, and
are calculated at 298.15 K within the quantum harmonic oscillator
approximation, neglecting tunnelling effects and changes in the
transmission coefficient.
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P–S59 bonding and increased associative character with respect to

the nucleophile. As has been noted by others,12,13 although

measurements of isotope effects provide valuable information

about mechanism, they may not decisively distinguish between

associative and dissociative pathways. These results underscore the

importance of continued evaluation and improvement of theore-

tical methods that may aid in the interpretation of experiments,

and provide deeper insight into the mechanism of biological

phosphoryl transfer processes.

The native and 59 thio substitution reactions show inverse (less

than 1) secondary KIE values at the non-bridging positions in

contrast to the corresponding normal KIE values for the other

reactions. This suggests that these transition states have consider-

able metaphosphate-like character4 (i.e., increased non-bridging

P–XP1/XP2 bond orders), and is consistent with the lengthening of

the P–O29 bonds in the rate-controlling transition state. However,

an alternative measure of metaphosphate character involves the

sum of the bond orders of the phosphorus bonds to the

nucleophilic and leaving group positions. Based on this index,

the data in Table 3 would suggest that the thio-substituted S:O29

and S:O59 reactions have the most metaphosphate-like character. It

should be pointed out that the numerical values of the bond orders

in Table 3, despite the normalization procedure that was

employed, are somewhat subjective, especially when comparing

different types of bonds. Although for phosphate monoester

systems inverse secondary KIE values and other measures of

metaphosphate-like character have been interpreted as indicative

of a dissociative mechanism, for the cyclic phosphate diester

systems of the present work, these characteristics are consistent

with concerted and associative mechanisms.

It is noteworthy that the inverse non-bridging KIE (XP2) in the

native reaction (0.9958) changes to normal (1.0042) upon sulfur

substitution at the other non-bridging position (S:OP1), even

though these reactions bear fairly close overall resemblance

(Table 1). This is intriguing in that a similar change was observed

from an inverse non-bridging 18O KIE in the hydrolysis of the

p-nitrophenyl phosphate dianion to a normal non-bridging 18O

KIE for p-nitrophenyl phosphorothioate hydrolysis,35 despite the

similarity of these reactions as indicated by other measurements.36

The primary and secondary KIEs for the 39-thio substituted

reaction suggest that this transition state is tighter and more

phosphorane-like than that of the native reaction.

The primary EIEs are all normal (greater than 1) for isotope

substitution at the 29 position and inverse for substitution at the 59

position. This indicates a preference for the heavier isotope to

occupy a tighter bonding arrangement. The 59 18O or 34S isotopes

proceed from a more stiff bond with carbon in the reactant

alkoxide/thiolate to a more loose bonding arrangement in the

phosphate/phosphorothioate product. The situation is reversed

when these isotopes occupy the 29 position. The secondary EIEs

are small and normal with the exception of the native and 59 thio-

substituted reactions, suggesting a slight loosening occurs in going

to the product state.

Taken together, these results provide insight into the nature

of isotope effects in phosphoryl transfer reactions with thio

substitutions important for the mechanistic characterization of

enzymes and ribozymes. It is the hope that further integration of

theory and experiment may lead to the design of new-generation

quantum methods capable of modeling phosphoryl transfer

reactions with improved accuracy and reliability.
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